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ABSTRACT
Field Operation and Manipulation (OpenFOAM) is a free, open-source, feature-rich Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) software that is used to solve a variety of problems in continuum mechanics. Depending on
the type of problem and required accuracy, an OpenFOAM simulation may take several weeks to complete.
For sufficiently large simulations, linear solvers consume a large portion of the execution time. AmgX is a
state of the art, high performance library which provides an elegant way to accelerate linear solvers on GPUs.
AmgX library provides multi-grid solvers, Krylov methods, smoothers, support for block systems and MPI.
In this work, we implemented OpenFOAM solvers on GPUs using the AmgX library. We also created helper
functions which enable seamless integration of these solvers with OpenFOAM. These functions will take
care of converting the linear system to AmgX’s format and apply the user specified configurations to solve
it. Experiments carried out using a wind rotor simulation and a fan wing simulation show that the use of
AmgX library gives upto 10% speedup in the total simulation time and around 2x speedup in linear system
solving portion within the simulation.
Keywords: GPU, OpenFOAM, AmgX, GPGPU, linear solvers
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INTRODUCTION

Scientific computing has become a very important part of modern research in many science and engineering disciplines like fluid dynamics, acoustics, solid mechanics and electro-magnetics. Often scientists and
engineers carry out computer simulations to model and better understand important phenomena like wind
patterns around a plane or turbulence of a fluid. These computer simulations can save time, money and
often gives more flexibility in trying out new things than actually carrying out them in the real world. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is an important sub-field in scientific computing. CFD is essentially a
combination of fluid dynamics, numerical methods and computer science where computers are used to run
numerical algorithms to solve a fluid dynamics problem. Using computers to solve fluid dynamics problems has become very popular due to the availability of high performance computers and well developed
numerical methods.
Field Operation and Manipulation (OpenFOAM) (Jasak, Jemcov, Tukovic, et al. 2007) library is an opensource CFD software package widely used in both academia and industry. OpenFOAM is written in C++
and can be used to solve partial differential equations (PDEs). OpenFOAM can be used in all three phases
of a simulation: pre-processing, solving and post-processing. It contains meshing tools like blockMesh for
pre-processing and visualization software like ParaView for post-processing. OpenFOAM comes with built
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Figure 1: Overview of OpenFOAM structure (source: OpenFOAM Documentation).
in MPI functionality which allows users to decompose a given mesh into multiple chunks and use multiple
computing nodes (or a single node with multiple cores) to process the chunks in parallel.
Computational scientists have been using Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) to speed up various computationally intensive tasks in scientific computing. GPUs have been widely used in CFD problems as well.
GPUs have hundreds of cores that can run thousands of threads to perform vector operations over large data
structures. This ability comes handy when solving large linear systems. There are many software libraries
that enable usage of GPUs to run common computational kernels in numerical linear algebra. NVIDIA
CUDA Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (CUBLAS) library, NVIDIA CUDA Sparse Matrix library (cuSPARSE) and NVIDIA AmgX library are some of the popular libraries with NVIDIA GPUs. In this paper we
investigate how OpenFOAM can be combined with NVIDIA AmgX library to run CFD problems in GPUs.
The paper has the following structure. First we look at the structure of OpenFOAM in Section 2 and give
a brief introduction to NVIDIA AmgX library in Section 3. Then we look at the related work in Section 4.
We describe the methodology we followed in Section 5 and present experiments we carried out and their
results in Section 6. Finally, we present the conclusions and recommendations in Section 7.
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OPENFOAM

OpenFOAM is written in C++ and heavily uses object oriented features in C++ to build the framework
required for simulations. The primary use of OpenFOAM is to create executables known as applications.
These applications can be broadly categorized into solvers and utilities. Solvers are created to solve a
specific problem in continuum mechanics like calculating pressure and velocities of an in-compressible
flow flowing through a specific tube geometry. Utilities are designed to perform tasks that involve data
manipulation. Users can create custom solvers and utilities by using OpenFOAM with some knowledge
about underlying CFD algorithms, physics and programming techniques. OpenFOAM ships with pre and
post processing tools. OpenFOAM utilities have been written on top of these tools to enable users to easily
access them. Thus, the interface to these pre and post processing tools are consistent even though underlying
tool environments can change. The overall structure of OpenFOAM is shown in Figure 1.
OpenFOAM has several methods (algorithms) to solve the linear system resulting after the discretization of
the computational domain and the differential equation. Algorithm selection depends on the resulting linear
system (symmetric, asymmetric), initial and boundary conditions and the convergence characteristics of the
matrix. Table 1 shows the solvers available in OpenFOAM.
Different types of preconditioners and smoothers are used in OpenFOAM to solve linear systems more
efficiently. Preconditioners transform the linear system so that the transformed system converges much
faster than the original. Figure 2 shows the structure of linear solvers available in OpenFOAM along with
preconditioners and smoothers.
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Table 1: OpenFOAM linear solvers.
BICCG
diagonalSolver
GAMG
ICC
PBiCG
PCG
smoothSolver

Diagonal incomplete LU preconditioned BiCG solver
diagonal solver for both symmetric and asymmetric problems
Geometric agglomerated algebraic multi-grid solver (also named Generalized
geometric- algebraic multi-grid)
Incomplete Cholesky preconditioned Conjugate Gradients solver
Preconditioned bi-conjugate gradient solver for asymmetric lduMatrices using a runtime selectable preconditioner
Preconditioned conjugate gradient solver for symmetric lduMatrices using a run-time
selectable preconditioner
Iterative solver using smoother for symmetric and asymmetric matrices which uses a
run-time selected smoother

Figure 2: OpenFOAM’s complete linear solver structure.
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NVIDIA AMGX

AmgX provides a simple way to access accelerated solvers on NVIDIA GPUs (Naumov, Arsaev, Castonguay, Cohen, Demouth, Eaton, Layton, Markovskiy, Sakharnykh, Strzodka, et al. 2014). NVIDIA
claims that AmgX can provide up to 10x acceleration of the computationally intense linear solver portion
of simulations (AmgX 2016). One of the main advantages of using AmgX is its flexible solver composition
system which allows a user to easily combine various solvers and preconditioners. AmgX has a simple C
API that abstracts the parallelism and GPU implementation. Main features of the AmgX library include,
according to NVIDIA (AmgX 2016):
•
•
•
•
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Flexible configuration allows for nested solvers, smoothers, and preconditioners.
Krylov methods: PCG, GMRES, BiCGStab, and flexible variants.
Smoothers: Block-Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, incomplete LU, Polynomial, dense LU.
MPI and OpenMP support.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we are first going to look at some of the existing literature on research conducted using
OpenFOAM with GPUs and then do a survey about existing software libraries for porting OpenFOAM
simulations to GPUs.
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4.1 Related Research
Amaniz AlOnazi et al. (AlOnazi 2014) have tried to design and optimize OpenFOAM based CFD applications to hybrid heterogeneous HPC platforms. Although OpenFOAM supports MPI natively, according to
authors, it doesn’t scale well for heterogeneous systems (AlOnazi, Keyes, Lastovetsky, and Rychkov 2015).
Authors have extensively studied Conjugate Gradient (CG) method and identified the bottlenecks when it is
run in a distributed memory system using MPI.
Qingyun He et al. (He, Chen, and Feng 2015) have used a wide variety of existing libraries to speed up
OpenFOAM solvers. Authros have implemented the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) solver on Kepler-class
GPUs using the CUDA technology. Authors claim that a GPU (GTX 770) can outperform a server-class
4-core, 8-thread CPU (Intel Core i7-4770k). They have used the following libraries for CFD acceleration of
the MHD solver:
1. CUDA for OpenFOAM Link (Cufflink) (Combest and Day 2011), an open source library for GPU
acceleration in OpenFOAM. It supports single and double precision.
2. SpeedIT Plugin (Vratis 2013) to OpenFOAM by Vratis released for demonstration purposes for
GPU acceleration. The free version supports only single precision.
3. GPU linear solvers library for OpenFOAM (ofgpu) (Symscape 2014) by Symscape under GPL license. It supports only single precision.
Authors accelerated the MHD solver by replacing its linear system solvers since solving matrices occupy
most of program running time. Also, authors replaced sparse matrix vector product (SMVP) kernels with
the corresponding GPU implementations. The vector–vector scalar product is calculated using the NVIDIA
CUBLAS (Nvidia 2008) library. Authors claim that they were able to get a 4x speedup for the benchmarks
using a single GPU.
Jamshidi and Khunjush (Jamshidi and Khunjush 2011) have used the CUSPARSE (CUSPARSE 2017) and
CUBLAS (Nvidia 2008) libraries to implement some of the OpenFOAM solvers. Author’s have identified
that the main computational intensive step in OpenFOAM solvers is the solving systems of linear equations.
They have tested their implementations in three different multi-core platforms including the Cell Broadband
Engine, NVIDIA GPU, and an Intel quad-core Xeon CPU. According to their results, the GPU implementations achieve the best performances.
4.2 Existing Software for running OpenFOAM on GPUs
Apart from the above research work, there are a few software solutions which attempt to port OpenFOAM
simulation to GPUs.
4.2.1 Paralution
Paralution enables users to use multi/many-core CPU and GPU devices for various numerical linear algebra
kernels (Lukarski and Trost 2014). It supports various back-ends like OpenMP, CUDA and OpenCL. Paralution is released under dual license scheme with a open source GPLv3 license and a commercial license.
Free license doesn’t support MPI functionality.
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Figure 3: OFAmgX Library.
4.2.2 RapidCFD
RapidCFD is different to other libraries in that it uses GPUs for performing most of OpenFOAM’s functionality, not only the linear solvers. RapidCFD avoids copying data during calculations between CPU and GPU
as much as possible. Most of the data structures are created on the GPU itself. Operations on these are then
done by using thrust (Hoberock and Bell 2010) library.
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METHODOLOGY

In order to speed up the simulations, first thing we need to do is identifying the performance bottlenecks. We
ran a simulation of a wind turbine using callgrind tool which ships with valgrind (Nethercote and Seward
2007) to identify the computationally intensive sections of the program.
According to profiling results, Foam::fvMatrix::solve method in OpenFOAM has the highest accumulated
overhead (discarding the main method). Nearly 1/3 of the simulation time is spent on this single method. In
OpenFOAM, Foam::fvMatrix is the class that holds the matrix resulting from the finite volume discretization. solve method is the member which solves the linear system associated with this matrix. So, it can be
concluded that a large portion of the simulation time is spent solving the linear system.
This fact becomes more obvious when we look at the overhead introduced by methods ignoring the overhead
of the callees. Four out of the top 5 hot-spots are methods used in solving the linear system. It is evident
that we can maximize our speed up by making linear solvers run faster i.e., linear solvers are the perfect
candidates to be implemented in GPU.
We used the NVIDIA’s AmgX library described in Section 3 to solve the OpenFOAM’s linear system in the
GPU. We implemented a wrapper library, OFAmgX which enables the easy use of AmgX’s linear solvers
from OpenFOAM. Figure 3 shows the overall structure and interaction of OFAmgX with OpenFOAM. We
found the work done by Chuang and Barba to add AmgX support to PETSc (Pi-Yueh Chuang 2016) really
helpful when writing our library. We especially found their load balancing methodology which is described
in Section 5.2 to be very useful.
As shown in the Figure 3, pre-processing and post-processing takes place in the CPU using normal OpenFOAM utilities. But during the solving process, linear system (matrix and the right hand side vector) is
copied to the GPU by the AmgX wrapper library and the AmgX solvers are invoked on the system. After
the AmgX library is done with solving the system, results are copied back to the CPU by the OFAmgX.
User can specify the solution algorithm, tolerance values, pre-conditioners and smoothers in the OpenFOAM
side as in a normal OpenFOAM simulation. OFAmgX will read those values and setup the solver in the GPU
according to that information.
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Figure 4: Conversion of lduMatrix to CSR Format.
5.1 Data Structure Conversion
Before solving the linear system, OFAmgX has to convert the matrix and the right hand vector to a format
consumable by the AmgX library. After solving the system, OFAmgX has to convert the solution vector
back to a OpenFOAM vector. Conversion between the vectors is pretty straight forward. But the conversion
between the matrices require additional work.
OpenFOAM stores its matrices in the lduMatrix format (CFD-online ) (OpenFOAM-Wiki 2016). In the
lduMatrix format, lower, diagonal and upper elements of the matrix are stored separately in different arrays.
Addressing for these elements are stored in another two arrays which stores the row and column index
of each element. This storage method is extremely efficient for storing the matrices resulting from finite
volume discretization.
AmgX solver library only accepts matrix in Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format (Saad 2003). In CSR
format, only the nonzero elements in the matrix are stored. All the nonzero elements of the matrix are stored
row wise in one array (value in Figure 4) and the column indices of these elements are stored in another
array (column index in Figure 4). A third array keeps track of the index of the start element in each row. To
use AmgX with OpenFOAM, we need to convert lduMatrix format to the CSR format and this is done by
OFAmgX. Figure 4 shows visually how the conversion can be done from lduMatrix to CSR.
5.2 MPI Support
OFAmgX supports using multiple GPUs in a cluster and/or node to solve the linear system with MPI. The
major issue in enabling multiple GPU support is the mapping of MPI processes to the GPUs. Suppose we
have a GPU cluster like Figure 5 with three nodes. First, the global communicator is split into in-node
communicators which are local to each node. Figure 6 shows the cluster after this initial split.
Next, each in node (or local) communicator is divided depending on the number of GPUs available at the
node and the number of MPI processes started at the node. Figure 7 shows the communicators local to each
GPU device after this split. Usually, in OpenFOAM, the number of MPI processes equal to the number of
cores in the node. We want to make sure that each GPU device has almost equal loads.
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Figure 5: GPU Cluster with three nodes.

Figure 6: Global communicator split into local in-node communicators.

Figure 7: Local in-node communicators split by device.
Suppose we have n GPU devices and m MPI processes in a given node. If m is divisible by n, then each GPU
device will get mn MPI processes. This is the case with the leftmost and the rightmost nodes in Figure 7.
Suppose m is not divisible by n and leaves a remainder r after division. Then m − r is divisible by n. In this
m−r
case, r devices will get m−r
n + 1 MPI processes each and the rest n − r devices get n MPI processes each.
This is the case with the middle node in Figure 7.
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Table 2: Different Experimental Environments .
Environment
A
B
C

Details
Intel Xeon @ 2.0GHz x 32, 64 GB RAM with a Tesla C2070 GPU
Intel core i7 @ 3.40GHz X 4, 16 GB RAM with 2 GTX 480 GPUs
Intel core i7 @ 1.6GHz X 4, 8 GB RAM with 2 GTX 480 GPUs

5.3 Multiple Solver Support
In a general OpenFOAM simulations, different types of solvers may be used to solve for different physical
quantities. For example, the solver used for calculating pressure in the mesh points may not be used for
calculating the speed at the mesh points. So, it is essential that our wrapper supports multiple types of
solvers to be used in the same simulation.
When transforming solver configurations from OpenFOAM to AmgX, different solvers used in OpenFOAM
have different configurations in AmgX as well. So, the configuration string used by OFAmgX to initialize
solvers in the GPU are unique. We can use this configuration string to keep track of the data structures in
AmgX which are used to run a particular solver.
For a solver to be run by AmgX, a resource handle and a solver handle must be created. To support multiple solvers, we stored resource handlers of the solvers in one dictionary and solver handlers in another
dictionary. During the simulation, we can select appropriate solver and resource handles depending on the
configuration string and run the required solver on the GPU. Another advantage of this method is that we
only need to initialize the AmgX library once. After initialization is complete, any solver can be run in the
GPU. After the simulation is over, we can finalize the AmgX library. This step needs to be done only once
as well. This saves a lot of time, especially in smaller simulations.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We benchmarked native OpenFOAM, OFAmgX library and Paralution library (Section 4.2.1) library under
three different hardware environments. These environments are listed in Table 2. We used a server (A) and
two desktop machines (B and C). Each machine is equipped with GPUs and two desktop machines have
two GPUs each. All the benchmarks were run using Ubuntu 14.04 and CUDA 6.5. OpenFOAM version 2.4
development version was used in the benchmarks and the latest RapidCFD master from its git repository
was used. All the measurements are in seconds and they report the complete simulation time including data
structure conversion and memory transfer from and back to CPU.
We were unable to setup RapidCFD (Section 4.2.2) successfully in our experimental environments. This
may be due to the fact that it does not support GPUs with sm_20 architecture.
We used two different simulations under each environment to benchmark the libraries. We used a simulation
of a wind turbine (referred to as windLM here onwards) as our first benchmark. This wind turbine simulation
has a very intricate design and has around 1,166,000 mesh points. The second simulation simulates a wing of
a fan (referred to as FanWing2D here onwards) and it is relatively smaller than the former. Table 3 provides
a summary of the simulations used.
We measured the execution time each simulation took under different experimental setups. We used a 95%
confidence interval for the measurements. For the windLM simulation, experiments were carried out with
and without MPI. Table 4 lists the execution time for windLM simulation for the three environments without
using MPI. Tables 5 – 7 list the execution time for the windLM with MPI using 2, 4 and 8 MPI processes.
For the experiments with MPI, multiple MPI processes are created on a single node, not on a cluster.
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Table 3: Different Simulations used in the benchmarks
Simulation
windLM
FanWing2D

Details
Simulation of a wind turbine with 1,166,000 mesh-points
Simulation of a 2D Fan with 60,000 mesh-points

Table 4: Total simulation time for windLM without MPI (in seconds)
A
B
C

OpenFOAM
648.93
313.18
463.46

OFAmgX
634.07
296.06
434.15

Paralution
971.87
288.98
428.73

Table 5: Total simulation time for windLM with 2 MPI processes (in seconds)
A
B
C

OpenFOAM
361.30
216.80
404.86

OFAmgX
350.00
201.15
365.91

Paralution
Note I
Note I
Note I

Table 6: Total simulation time for windLM with 4 MPI processes (in seconds)
A
B

OpenFOAM
144.33
154.33

OFAmgX
152.33
141.67

Paralution
Note I
Note I

Table 7: Total simulation time for windLM with 8 MPI processes (in seconds)
A
B

OpenFOAM
102.67
154

OFAmgX
113.67
144.33

Paralution
Note II
Note II

Table 8: Total simulation time for FanWing2D without MPI (in seconds)
A
B
C

OpenFOAM
67.61
29.18
50.44

OFAmgX
79.51
26.85
45.24

Paralution
32.71
31.52
51.76
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Figure 8: Performance of windLM simulation in environment A

Figure 9: Performance of windLM simulation in environment B
For the FanWing2D simulation, experiments are carried out without MPI. Table 8 lists the execution time
for FanWing2D simulation for the three environments without using MPI.
Notes:
I

Paralution free version does not support MPI

Figures 8 and 9 summarizes the results of windLM simulation for the environments A and B respectively.
In A, AmgX wrapper gets slower than OpenFOAM as the number of MPI processes increase. This is due to
the fact that it has a single GPU and all the MPI processes start competing to use this GPU. In B, OFAmgX
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is always faster but the performance for 8 MPI processes is slower than for 4 MPI processes. This is due to
the same reasons which caused the performance drop in A.
If we consider the time taken to solve the linear system instead of the total simulation time, OFAmgX
gives around 2x speedup depending on the solver. For example, Preconditioned Biconjugate Gradient
(PBiCG) solver with Diagonal Incomplete LU preconditioner takes 441,383 microseconds to complete in
OpenFOAM. In OFAmgX, this only takes 213,115 microseconds to complete.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

According to Section 6, in most of the experimental cases we got closer to a 8% speedup in the total
simulation time by using OFAmgX compared to native OpenFOAM. In some cases it is even faster than
Paralution library. Moreover, our OFAmgX supports domain decomposition using MPI and the free version
of the Paralution library does not have MPI support.
OpenFOAM users can get a significant speed up by running their linear solvers in GPUs using OFAmgX
library. Since we are using AmgX library, users get access to a lot of AmgX features which are not available
in original OpenFOAM.
There are some areas in our wrapper library which can be improved further. Although we added support for
multiple solvers to be used in the same solution, we could not get significant improvements by using multiple
solvers in the same simulation. Also, we could not beat OpenFOAM’s multi-grid solver (GAMG) with the
multi-grid solver available in AmgX library. Improving these may involve finding the best parameter values
that need to be which gives optimal performance in the algorithms implemented with AmgX.
Currently OFAmgX doesn’t support block matrices. If the mesh is large enough, adding support for the
block matrices can be beneficial as well. AmgX library supports block matrices and we need to investigate
how this feature can be used with OpenFOAM to improve the performance.
One limitation of the OFAmgX is the overhead in converting the lduMatrix format to the CSR matrix format.
This conversion needs to be done in order to feed the matrix of the linear system to the AmgX solver. This
conversion takes time and is unavoidable. Also, transferring data from/to GPU is also time consuming and
a limitation of the wrapper.
According to the experiments carried out, performance tend to degrade when more than four MPI processes
are mapped into a single GPU. This is due to the fact that some of the MPI processes have to wait in idle till
the GPU becomes available for their use. Investigating how to fix this issue is one of the challenges.
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